IRREGULAR VERBS

Regular verbs form the past tense and past participle by adding *d* or *ed* to the root. Irregular verbs (and there are many of them) aren't so easy. Below are sentences using common troublesome irregular verbs. **Underline the correct form.**

**EXAMPLE:** The frozen pipes finally (**burst**, busted, bursted).

1. Have they (chose, choose, chosen) their new location?
2. What has (took, taken) them so long?
3. The two brothers had (sunk, sank) their life savings into the venture.
4. The dog had (broke, broken) away from his master.
5. New television programs will have (begin, began, begun) by this fall.
6. The hamster (snuck, sneaked) out of its cage.
7. The desperado had (drug, dragged) himself into the corner of the cage.
8. No one had (give, gave, given) us a signal to start.
9. Have you even (sang, sung) professionally?
10. The masked rider has (swore, sworn) to take revenge.
11. The valley people (fleed, fled) before the rising waters of the river.
12. Has your cousin (went, gone) back to Oregon?
13. We (drived, drove) all the way home without lights.
14. I (sprung, sprang) to my feet in alarm.
15. The Silvas (come, came) to visit us yesterday.
16. The scandal has been (hid, hidden) from us.
17. The error on the compass has (thrown, threw) us off our course.
18. Josephine has (became, become) a highly successful banker.
19. He might have (broke, broken) an arm in the fall.
20. The cable (swang, swung) free just in time.